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Sir;

Thank you tor your recent inquiry. Based on the information provided, we're pleased to offer the
following equipment for your consideration.

EQUIPMENT

DESCRIPTION

F-3QI Smokeless

Flare

Item 1

One (1) John Zink SAB-20 Sonic Flare Tip c/w two (2) EEP-210·SM/FF
ignition pilots and thermocouples.

Item 2

One (1) guy supported stack to provide for an overall height of 95 ft when Item 1 is

attached.
Included with Item 2:

A.
B.
C.

Pilot fuel and ignition piping to near grade.
Conduit to near grade
Guy Wires and hardware

continuous
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Item 3

Manual Flame Front Generator

One (1) John Zink Automatic
back-up

(NEMA 4) to provide a

Ignition source in the event the sparking device in the pilot fails to light the

fuel gas.
Item 4

One (1) John Zink Piloteye (RPM-laO)

dual-wavelength

radiometer,

infrared sensor

(NEMA 4).

F-501 Smokeless

Flare

Item 5

One (1) John Zink SAB-30 Sonic Flare Tip c/w two (2) EEP-210-SW/FF
ignition pilots and thermocouples.

Item 6

One (1) guy supported

continuous

stack to provide for an overall height of 135 ft when Item 4

is attached.
Included with Item 6:
A.

B.

C.

Pilot fuel and ignition piping to near grade.
Conduit to near grade.
Guy wires and hardware

Item 7

Same as Item 3

Item 8

Same as Item 4

UTILITY REQUIREMENTS

at

1.

Pilot Gas:

50 SCFH of Natural Gas

2.

Ignition Gas:

150 SCFH
(intermittent)

3.

Ignition Air:

1500 SCFH of air

4.

Ignition Power:

110 Volt, 60 Cycle, 1 phase (intermittent)

5.

Continuous
Note:

of

Natural

10 PSIG per pilot

Gas

at

15

PSIG

during

ignition

at 15 PSIG during ignition (intermittent)

Purge Gas: 7.5 SCFM - Item I, 17.5 SCFM - Item 5

Purge gas can be any gas that will not go to dew point in ambient conditions and
does not contain oxygen
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DATA

Foundation Loading (preliminary)
Shear @ base

Overturning Moment @ base
Vertical Load @ base

£.:W

2,11 kips
379,21 kip ft
26.5 kips

.E:OO.1
4.02 kips
1043.81 kip ft
28.96 kips

Note: These are preliminary and should not be used for final foundation design,
The riser piping on Items 2 and 6 is DSAW Carbon Steel, AP15L, Grade 8,
SPECIFICATION

SUMMARY

The following specifications apply to this equipment.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Welding - AWS D1,;
Weld Examination & Testing - AWS D1.1
Structural Mechanical Design - AISC
Piping per John Zink Standards A63, 862 except as noted,
Wind Loads - Uniform Building Code, 1988 Edition, 85 MPH
Earthquake Load - Uniform Building Cads, 1988 Edition, Zone 2

If customer specifications call for submittal of calculations for review John Zink Company
does not agree to submit such calculations unless specifically agreed to elsewhere in this
proposal.
All olmenslons. material thickness, etc. in this proposal are preliminary and subject to
modification, in compliance with specifications, after tinal engineering.
Unless specifically stated elsewhere, external loads on nozzles have not been considered in
our design. External loads can impose forces and moments in three separate geometric
planes. There is no reasonable combination of load values that can be assumed by a
designer. We would be happy to review any external nozzle loads you submit and inform
you ot any cost or deSign impact.
The following items are specifically not included in this proposal:

1.
2,

3.
4.
5,

Foundation DeSign
Installation
Startup
Utllltlss
Auxiliary Piping

v

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE MANUAL

FOR
A 9S-FOOT GUYED FLARE SYSTEM
WITH SAB-20 FLARE

LOCATION:

WARNING
Do

{Hli.

attempt

to operate

the equipment

covered in these instructions

without first

Iamiiiarizing yourself 'Withthese operating instructions! Improper operation ofthe
equipment may result in injury to persons or damage to equipment.

John Zink Company
l.

11920 East Apache
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74116
Shop Order No.AO-OO442

~

Service
918-743-8882
Spare Parts 918-234-2751
Emergency 918-234-1800

Request field service and spare parts during our normal office hours from 8:00 a.rn, 105:00 p.m (CST).

SAFETY SUMMARY
The following are general safety precautions for the operation and maintenance of the
flare. Instructions contained in this Operating and Maintenance Manual are an addition to
and do not replace the operating company's and owner's existing operating procedures and
policies with regards to standard safety precautions for flare operation and maintenance.

WARNING
High voltages capable of causing death are used with this equipment. Use extreme
caution when servicing the control rack. Any circuit on which 'WOrkis being performed
should be de-energized and the switch should be locked open. Ground the control rack
with an adequate grounding rod or field prior to turning on the power.

WARNING
Flares are capable of producing extremely high radiation levels in close proximity to the
flame. Personnel exposed to such radiation levels may suffer severe burns. Equipment
located near the flame must be designed for high temperatures. Contact John Zink
Company before placing either personnel or equipment in an area where potential
radiation levels are unknown or where radiation levels may exceed safety limits.

WARNING
Flare systems may contain or produce toxic gases. Appropriate safety precautions must
be taken whenever personnel may be exposed to flare gases. In particular, exposure may
occur during close inspection of the flare tip or pilots and during removal or
maintenance of equipment attached to the flare header.
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DESCRIPTION

AND PURG ING

u

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

&EQUIPMENT

DESCRIPTION

The John Zink EEF Series Flare is a waste vapor combustor custom designed to operate
under the design criteria stated in the John Zink Quotation of FS9206-30SCE.

WARNING!
Do not operate this equipment outside the design limits or make any modifications,
adjustments, or changes affecting the design criteria without John Zink's prior written
consent. Injury to persons and damage to equipment may result.

Flare Tip

SAB-20 with two pilots

Pilot Style

EEP-210 ignited using natural gas

Purge Rate

7.S SCFM

The flare tip is mounted on a guy wire supported riser to provide an overall height of 95
feet.
The following auxiliary equipment is also included:
Flame Front Genrator
PilotEye
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Design Basis
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Flow Rate
Molecular Weight
Gas Temperature
Inlet Pressure
Composition
Methane
Ethane
Propane

90 MMSCFD

22.25
140 0 F
20 PSIG

i-Butane

n-Butane
i-Pentane
n-Pentane
Hexane
Heptane
Decane
Carbon Dioxide
Nitrogen
Hydrogen Sulfide
Hydrogen
)\ir

(Mole%)
67.35
5.46
1.68
0.38
0.45
0.19
0.16
0.22

0.11
0.17
3.10
1.47
14.59
1.47
0.0
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EEP-SMLFF

PILOT With SEI.F-INSPIRAIING

BACKUP

The pilot provided is a model EEP"21O-SM/FF.
This pilot is equipped with an electric
spark ignitor (SM) as the primary pilot ignition source. The self-inspiratlng
FFG ignition
system is used as a backup to the SM ignitor.
Prior to installation or startup a visual inspection of the pilot to assure all passages are
clear and have not been fouled during storage or erection at the job site.
Also prior to connecting any of the pilot connections the lines to the pilot should be cleared
by high velocity air or some other means to eliminate potential fouling material. The gas
orifice at the pilot has a small sacrificial strainer immediately ahead of it, but should it plug
due to weld slag, mill scale, etc. the pilot which is the main safety device would be
eliminated.
John Zink recommends a separate filter at grade suitable for particulates to allow removal
of foreign material at an accessible location.
Fuel gas supplied to the pilot must be a regulated supply with a reguJator of a design to
prevent pressure swings. The supply should also be liquid-free. Liquids can cause pilot
failure by momentarily blocking the restriction orifice at the pilot.
Recommended

Gas Pressure

Nat. Gas
Propane

Pilot Fuel Required per pilot
Total for two pilots

SO SCFH
100 SCFH

AUTO-MANUAL

SELF-INSPIRA

10-15 psig
6-8

TING IGNITOR

The Auto-Manual Self-Inspirating Ignitor (AMSII) is an ignitor system in which a
hydrocarbon gas-air mixture is generated in an air inspirator at the base of the stack and
flows up a two-inch ignition line to the pilot. After filling the two-inch ignition line with the
hydrocarbon gas-air ignition mixture, the mixture is ignited by an electrical spark. A point
source of flame travels up the ignition line and ignites the pilot.
An additional level of safety is obtained by constantly monitoring the temperature of the
flare pilot(s). In the rare event of a pilot failure, a temperature switch will provide a
visual! audible alarm. In the automatic mode, the AMSll can perform a re-ignition of the
failed pilot automatically.
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TEMYERATURES~CHES
The temperature switches used to monitor the thermocouples are docwnented in the
vendor literature attached. The following points should be noted for field calbration.
Normal field setting 4.5 - S.O mv (-2S00F)
The thermocouple shield at the pilot will induce a time delay both in acknowledgement
and in failure alarm. For single pilots on critical reliefs we would recommend a higher
field setting to minimize the failure alarm time lag. For flares with redundant pilots, we
recommend the normal setting.
For ignition distances farther than 100 feet, prior review and approval of the ignition piping
must have been undertaken.

PILOTEYE PILOT MONITOR
The PilotEye is an optical pilot detection system. It uses a dual-wavelength detection
system to determine whether there is a flame in the field of view. The PilotEye is used to
provide immediate detection of flame failure.
The PilotEye optics are mounted on the enclosure for the detector and logic units. The
enclosure is designed to be mounted on a 1-112/1diameter pipe (by others).
In this application, it will serve as a backup to the pilot thermocouples.
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